Moving and Growing for Positive Change
ASCNYC’s new “Midtown Central” program center in the heart of Herald Square combines a convenient
location, custom-designed facilities, improved technological assets, and a bright, welcoming environment
that communicates ASCNYC’s unwavering dedication to helping more people than ever before to achieve
positive changes in health, housing, recovery, and self-sufficiency.

Impacts
We graduated 91%
of participants in
our renowned peer

86¢ of every dollar raised went

training programs.

directly to services and programs.
We served 5,200 low-income clients

ASCNYC was named the

with multiple chronic illnesses –
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We provided paid internships for

We served 30,000 hot meals

94 Peer Educators who delivered

and distributed 4,000 bags

health coaching to 3,000 clients.

of groceries to ensure that
our clients had healthy,
nutritious food and that no
one went home hungry.
We connected 3,377 low-income
clients to life-saving medical care
and treatment – a 240% increase
over five years.

www.ascnyc.org

“

When I first came to ASCNYC, my
spirit was broken. But ASCNYC
helped me realize that I do have
self-worth, I do matter, and I can
achieve any goal that I work hard
to accomplish. ASCNYC helps
the people who come here make
positive changes in their lives

“

every single day.
–MALIKA

The move to a bigger, better space illustrates ASCNYC’s trajectory of growth. As we approach
our 25th year of promoting positive change, we’re amplifying our impact in so many ways:
■■ We’ve

expanded our services beyond HIV/AIDS
to include hepatitis, diabetes, addiction, mental
illness, and other chronic conditions.
forged powerful partnerships with
New York City’s biggest and best hospitals and
clinics—New York Presbyterian, Mount Sinai,
IFH, and others—to make sure the low-income
people we serve have immediate access to
high-quality, effective care.

■■ Our

new housing program in the Bronx is
providing safe, beautiful homes—plus onsite
counseling—for 70 formerly homeless New
Yorkers with chronic illnesses.

■■ We’ve

■■ Our

harm reduction and recovery programs
are expanding through our new OASAS-licensed
Outpatient Drug Treatment clinic in Washington
Heights and via partnerships with needle
exchange programs.

Join ASCNYC and support positive change. Text POSCHANGE25 to 69866 today.
Become a member, volunteer, donate, and stay connected as we grow!
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